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Mirantis Container Runtime is the  
secure container runtime for powering 
business-critical applications on any 
platform

No matter the platform or operating system, Mirantis Container 

Runtime (formerly Docker Engine - Enterprise) provides the core 

functionality and security compliance needed to run containers with 

full, certified support for both Kubernetes and Swarm. 

• Intrinsic security

• Windows & Linux support

• Proven at scale

Run Secure Containers Efficiently, Everywhere

Container runtimes activate and manage the components required 

to run containers. Mirantis Container Runtime is the industry-

leading, high-level runtime at the heart of Mirantis Kubernetes 

Engine, enabling it to operate Swarm and Kubernetes containers 

efficiently on any substrate. Based on and closely aligned with 

the open source Moby project, it provides the keystone of a 

secure software supply chain for organizations that need an 

enterprise-grade container engine to build and run mission-critical 

containerized workloads.

Preferred for Kubernetes

Mirantis Container Runtime is the most popular commercially 

supported  for Kubernetes and Swarm, with OCI (Open Container 

Initiative) compliance and validation to work with Kubernetes CRI 

(Container Runtime Interface). 

Run anywhere

Worker nodes operate efficiently on any substrate, providing the 

flexibility to run your containers everywhere. 

Trusted for mission-critical workloads

A FIPS-140-2 cryptographic module supports security tooling for 

government and highly regulated industries. 

Secure supply chain

Enforce digital signing of images and integrate with Mirantis Secure 

Registry for vulnerability scanning and signing.

Common Use Cases

Multi-cloud and hybrid cloud environments

With the drive towards multi-cloud and hybrid cloud, computing 

organizations need to support multiple operating systems on 

multiple platforms. As workloads evolve – and as legacy workloads 

need to be maintained in a changing IT estate – organizations want 

to count on consistent runtimes regardless of OS or platform.

Container orchestration flexibility

For the details of provisioning, deployment, and networking, 

organizations develop their own unique orchestration requirements 

and need to utilize the best set of tools for their needs. Mirantis 

Container Runtime provides freedom to best match orchestration 

solutions while still ensuring a secure, trusted, and supported 

container runtime to run your mission-critical workloads.

Secure and validated containers

The challenges in ensuring that the software supply chain is secure 

do not stop at the container orchestration solution. A secure 

container platform is built on the confidence that only validated 

and trusted containers deploy and run. Mirantis Container Runtime 

combined with Mirantis Secure Registry (MSR) gives you the ability 

to validate and sign your container images, confirming that only 

approved images can be run in your environment.
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Complying with security requirements

Regulated industries need to meet federal regulations to ensure that 

appropriate levels of encryption are enabled. MCR provides FIPS 

140-2 Validated cryptography ensuring that you meet the highest 

vstandards necessary to comply with the federal requirements. 

Key Features & Capabilities

Secure by default

Mirantis Container Runtime deploys with restricted 

host access, end-to-end encryption, secure mutual TLS 

authentication, and cryptographic node identity. Security 

features are supported by Mirantis Container Runtime’s 

FIPS 140-2-compliant cryptographic module, validated by 

the National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST), 

and fulfilling key requirements of the Federal Information 

Security Management Act (FISMA). Learn more about the 

Mirantis Container Registry FIPS 140-2 certification in our 

blog.

Certified on multiple operating systems and 
infrastructures

Mirantis Container Runtime is certified to run on multiple 

operating systems including Ubuntu, Oracle Linux, CentOS, 

RHEL, and Windows for consistent runtime regardless 

of the platform — and orchestrate nodes in Kubernetes, 

Swarm, or ‘mixed’ configurations. Mirantis Container 

Runtime is the easiest way to run Windows container 

workloads natively with enterprise support. 

Signed image enforcement

Distributed teams and production environments require 

images to be available in multiple sites. Container image 

repositories can be mirrored and cached, putting images 

right where they are needed and avoiding network 

bottlenecks.
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Portability and extensibility

With multiple certified supported operating systems, industry 

standard container image format, and support for Linux, 

Mac, and Windows physical and virtual machines, Mirantis 

Container Runtime accommodates the needs of multi-cloud 

and hybrid environments. Mirantis Container Runtime 

supports validated and certified plugins for networking, 

storage, logging, and more. Developers and DevOps operators 

can efficiently and effectively use their familiar tools for 

deployment and automation. 

Validated encryption

Mirantis Container Runtime deploys with restricted 

host access, end-to-end encryption, secure mutual TLS 

authentication and cryptographic node identity. Security 

features are supported by Mirantis Kubernetes Engine’s 

FIPS 140-2-compliant cryptographic module, validated by 

the National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST), 

fulfilling key requirements of the Federal Information Security 

Management Act (FISMA). 

 

 

 

Validated containers

A secure software supply chain requires validated and trusted 

containers. By combining with Mirantis Secure Registry 

(MSR), Mirantis Container Runtime enables digital signatures 

to verify both the contents and publisher of images, ensuring 

that only approved images can be run in your environment. 

Secure scanning

Automated security scanning and patch installation protects 

your deployments from CVEs (Common Vulnerabilities & 

Exposures). Mirantis Container Runtime interoperates with 

Mirantis Secure Registry to discover the versions of the 

software used in your images. This tool scans each layer and 

aggregates the results, offering a complete picture of what 

is being shipped as a part of your stack. Most importantly, 

as the security scanner is kept up-to-date by tapping into 

a periodically updated vulnerability database, it is able to 

provide unprecedented insight into your exposure to known 

security threats.
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Get Started with Mirantis Container Runtime

Mirantis Container Runtime is the runtime at the heart of Mirantis 

Kubernetes Engine. To learn more, visit www.mirantis.com/software/

container-runtime. Experience Mirantis Secure Registry with a free trial. 

Get started at https://www.mirantis.com/download/mirantis-cloud-native-

platform/mirantis-container-runtime/.
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